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DevOps WG Update (Hanoi)

• Releases
  • Eight device services released yesterday. Thank you Bill.
    • device-grove-c:1.2.1   device-mqtt-go:1.2.2
    • device-camera-go:1.1.2  device-random:1.2.2
    • device-modbus-go:1.2.2  device-rest-go:1.1.2
    • device-snmp-go:1.2.2    device-virtual-go:1.2.3

• Pipeline Enhancements
  • #102, #2643 [In Progress] Update ENTRYPOINT across repos
  • #62 [Complete] Cleanup of non pre-release tags from edgex-global-pipelines version < v.1.0.87...
  • #64 [In Progress] SPIKE Research Functionality to rebuild artifacts after code freeze.
  • #43 [In Progress] Rewrite sample-service to better facilitate testing of DevOps services.
  • [Placeholder] edgex-cli pipeline work in the backlog. Probably will begin in a few weeks

• Other
  • Code Signing - Lftools / sigul replacement
  • LFTools / Sigul latest version that supports Python 3.x
    • LF is now considering an alternative signing tool - clarified that this is a future roadmap item - uncommitted
    • LF encountered some of the challenges within their fork trying to refactor sigul to support the latest Python 3.x – WIP
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• DockerHub retention policy will be discussed in Architects Meeting
• Canonical taking over snap publishing
• Enable Snap stage in edgex-go
• Remove old snap JJB jobs
  • edgex-go-snap-master-verify-snap
  • edgex-go-snap-master-verify-snap-arm